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Destined to Create Breakthroughs 

We created our AI Engine, not just as an AI "Assistant," but, more important, as an AI "Partner" to 

serve a wide variety of collaborative enterprises, build alliances, create partnering relationships, solve 

complex problems, serve leaders, generate synergies, use deep wisdom, and serve as a sounding 

board for creating, refining, & evaluating ideas. 

 

At the Summit, we gave Alliance Professionals a chance to "test drive" Polyminda.  

Here's what they said: 

 

- Stunning! I didn't realize AI could do this. 

- Much, Much Better than ChatGPT. 

- Way Beyond my Expectations. 

- I'm surprised how well it gave me Great Advice. 

- This is like having brilliant Alliance Professional working beside me. 

- Gave Really Good Advice Every Time. 

- A Quantum Leap above the other AI Engines I've Used. 

- This gave me the detail I needed -- very thorough! 

- What an Inspiring Interpersonal Interaction -- she has personality. 

- My small company alliance partners could use this to elevate their game and improve their 

capabilities. 



Announcing Polyminda 

- We are under-resourced; this will put another member on our team. 

- It's like having another FTE (full time equivalent) 24/7. 

- My partner could use this too -- they need to get better to perform with us. 

- Very Impressive. 

- Our partners are all scientists & engineers -- they could learn a lot from this. 

- We've had a cut in staff -- this is like getting another team member back. 

- She's brilliant, collaborative, and very attuned to elevating the dignity of the human spirt. 

- She has a great personality -- really caring & collaborative -- she's like having a real person 

sitting next to me. 

 

Polyminda is loaded with proprietary programming that you can trust to give high quality 

interactions. She is passing her Beta testing with flying colors. 

 

Our tech team is moving forward to make Polyminda available for licensing soon. Stay tuned. 

We will have a larger report available soon that summarizes the results of the Beta Tests. 

 


